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The Berry/Thompson Water Strainer is designed to remove 
most remaining particles that are left in the water after filter-
ing through the water screen. Particles are then automatically 
flushed out to drainage, and the re-usable water is pumped 
back in to the plant. This process prevents any nozzle stop-up 
from occurring.  
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Berry/Thompson Water Strainer 

WATER 3” SANITARY CONNECTIONS 

FLOW MAXIMUM 50 GPM 

PRESSURE MAXIMUM 125 PSI 

HEIGHT APPROX. 30”     (52” OVERALL HEIGHT REQUIRED) 

DIAMETER APPROX. 9” 

POWER 120 Volt, 15 Amp, Single Phase 
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Berry/Thompson Water Strainer 

Construction: 
The Berry/Thompson Water Strainer is made entirely of stainless steel for durability and easy 
cleanup. 
 
Operation: 
The Berry/Thompson Strainer's internal flow patterns are responsible for making our unique product 
so effective. As liquid flows up through the internal riser pipe and deflects off the inner surface of the 
conical shaped screen, heavy sediments are forced downward, away from the screen, into the large 
debris reservoir. Unlike traditional basket strainers, y strainers, or bag filters, the Berry/Thompson 
Strainer can be flushed while online and in service. Settled debris is easily removed by purging 
through the debris flush port.  
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